Tough as Nails Themeless #46
Stella Zawistowski

ACROSS
1. Get the hell out of Dodge
7. Arrives in the Bible
13. Singer nicknamed "The Princess of R&B"
15. City between Milwaukee and Chicago
16. Words that make your eyes jump
18. Shaker ___, OH
19. 20-seconds-on, 10-seconds-off workout style
20. Bring in
21. "I'm right here, you know!"
23. Lit ___
24. Sought after by blood donation organizers, in a way
25. ___ high bar
26. Take it lazy
27. Phrase that should not be confused with "exempli gratia"
28. Lewis Carroll specialty
31. Vegan milk choice
32. Call ___ wash
33. Magazine I basically cheated my way through "The Legend of Zelda" with
40. Literally, "baked"
41. Don't let a subject drop
42. Product of a split
44. Pistil component
45. "___ Rose" ("The Music Man" song)
46. Cohost of Philbin, Strahan, and Seacrest
47. Event you might hire a van for, for short
48. Minimal
50. ___ Azzurri (Italy's soccer team, to fans)
51. Impossible to pin down
52. Welcome vacations
54. Composer's mitigating phrase
55. Famous naval battle of 1571
56. Evergreen tree whose name makes it sound both deciduous and not green
57. Cryptic constructor

DOWN
1. Some Tolstoy settings
2. Biodegradable, as some statues
3. Near
4. Alexa et al.
5. Titular video game island
6. Name for the Holy Spirit, from the Greek for "intercessor"
7. Michael of "Superbad"
8. Number of zero power?
9. Till
10. Welcome vacations
11. Marie-___, daughter of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette
12. Is lacking in
14. The West Bank's largest city
15. Popcorn-making vessel
17. Doesn't do it
22. Link with
24. Skewers often served with cucumber salad
29. They'll get you past a velvet rope
30. Octavía E. Butler's "A Necessary Being," for one
33. Like Moschino and Miu Miu
34. Some facer-offers
36. Not pareve, in a way
37. It's no fun
38. Needing immediate attention
39. Abundantly supplied
40. Garment for Violet Chachki
43. Robert Heinlein, before he was a sci-fi writer
48. Hardly forward
49. First-aid kit item
52. Paul Rudd's "Certified Young Person" ad, e.g.
53. Rebellion leader ___ Turner
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